May 21st-25th

Camel Rides
You don’t have to visit the Safaris to ride a camel! All you
need to do is attend the Sacramento County Fair. One
hump or two? These questions can be answered as you
have the opportunity to
ride a camel and learn
about camel facts. Did
you know camels can go
for a week in 110 degree
heat with NO water!
Don’t forget to come by
and get your ride on the
camel during the Fair!
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May 21st-25th

Western Railroad Express

All aboard! This 1850’s style
steam engine will pick you
up at the “Train Stop” by
Walk on the Wild Side and
take you on a tour of the
grounds. If you have walked
all day take advantage of
the scenic ride around the
grounds and you relax while
seeing all the sights and
sounds of the Sacramento County Fair.
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Can you make a lion out of a
watermelon? Chef Duey can
and much, more.
Culinary
artist, Chef Ray L. Duey,
CEC, is nothing short of
amazing when it comes to
food sculpting. To call him an
artist is an understatement at
best. In addition to working
his magic on centerpieces,
he travels around the country,
teaching the culinary art of fruit
and vegetable carving, leaving
spectators and culinary professionals alike spellbound.
Chef Ray is known for taking any fruit or vegetable and
turning the ordinary into something extraordinary.
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May 21st-25th

Blacksmith

Take a step back in time at the Sacramento County Fair
as we provide you the opportunity watch a real blacksmith
work! It’s hot, hot, hot! A blacksmiths “fire’ reaches at
least 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit so they can shape metal.
Blacksmithing, also called smith, craftsman who fabricates
objects out of iron by hot and cold forging on an anvil.
Blacksmiths who specialized in the forging of shoes for
horses were called
farriers. The term
blacksmith derives
from iron, formerly
called “black metal,”
and farrier from
the Latin ferrum,
“iron.”eaches . Stop
by and learn this
and much, much
more.

May 21st-25th

Gold Gulch Adventures

Did someone say Gold? There’s
Gold in those rivers! Maybe
not rivers, but the Sacramento
County Fair is offering Gold
panning at this year’s Fair. Stop
by this hands-on educational
experience that incorporates
history, science and fun all in
one. Lear about the California
Gold Rush History and how to
pan for gold.
Gold panning,
or simply panning, is a form of
placer mining and traditional
mining that extracts gold from a
placer deposit using a pan.

Entertainment
Galore
at the
Sacramento
County Fair!

